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Students jumping on the trampoline track during a gym class at Melbourne Specialist International School on Monday. The school, which already has nine
students but opens officially today, hopes to take in 100 students by the end of the year. ST PHOTO: KEVIN LIM
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New school teaches kids
through art, music, dance

COURT CORRESPONDENT

Mohamed Yusof Abdul Rahman was
ordered to pay a penalty of $11,400
for corruption and another $661,685
– three times the tax defrauded.

ST PHOTO: WONG KWAI CHOW

THE courts will come down
hard on public servants who
betray the trust placed in them
and allow themselves to be
corrupted.
District Judge Lim Tse Haw
made this clear yesterday when
he jailed Mohamed Yusof
Abdul Rahman for five years
for aiding four Indian nationals
to commit goods and services
tax (GST) fraud and for corruption.
The 67-year-old was working at Changi Airport’s Goods
and Services Tax Refund Inspection Counter when he accepted
bribes of between $100 and
$1,000 from three of the men
in return for endorsing their
GST Electronic Tourist Refund
Scheme (eTRS) tickets to help
them claim fraudulent refunds.
The judge said the total
amount of tax evaded – almost

half a million dollars – was staggering.
He ordered Yusof to pay a
penalty of $11,400 for corruption and another $661,685 –
three times the tax defrauded.
The grandfather of four had
faced 103 charges of tax
evasion and 33 bribery offences. He admitted to seven
corruption charges and 25 of
evading GST of $220,562.
Deputy Public Prosecutor
Asoka Markandu said the offences occurred for about a
year after Yusof was recruited
by co-accused Sundar Panneer
Selvam, 46, as a member of his
criminal scheme.
Yusof accepted the bribes,
mostly from Sundar, in exchange for not conducting
proper checks on the jewellery
presented to him.
DPP Markandu described
the case as the “most elaborate, sophisticated and premeditated GST fraud case” since the

eTRS scheme began in August
2012.
He added: “There is a strong
public interest in ensuring that
people who deliberately evade
tax are dealt with severely so as
to ensure that the proper administration of the Government is not compromised by
tax leakages in the system.”
In his brief oral grounds,
Judge Lim said the main aggravating factor was the fact that
Yusof had betrayed the trust
placed in him by the Customs
authority.
“It was a complete dereliction of duty,” he said. “Without his complicity in the fraud,
it would be very difficult for
(Sundar) and the other accomplices to pull off this fraud at
such a large scale.”
Sundar and the other three
Indian nationals have been
jailed for three to four years
and ordered to pay penalties.
elena@sph.com.sg
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Ex-Customs officer jailed 5 years
for aiding GST fraud at airport
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A NEW school teaching English
and mathematics to specialneeds children through drama,
dance, music and art has
opened here.
The Melbourne Specialist
International School (MSIS),
modelled after Australia’s
well-known
Port
Phillip
Specialist School, uses an artsbased curriculum for students
with learning, emotional or
behavioural difficulties, or
physical disabilities.
The school, which already
has nine students but opens
officially today, sits on a
15,000 sq ft piece of land in
Loewen Road, in a singlestorey building that was part of
the former Tanglin Barracks.
It takes in those aged three

to 18 with conditions such as
autism and Down syndrome,
and has a gym, dance studio
and classrooms equipped with
devices such as an interactive
touchscreen table.
Principal Juliet Cooper said
each activity has an objective.
For instance, students can
learn how to communicate
through role-playing and
acting out scenes, or choreographing dance movements.
Such expertise and facilities
do not come cheap.
At MSIS, fees range from
$21,400 to $28,900 each year –
typical of other such private
schools here which do not get
government subsidies.
But parents who can afford
it are often willing to pay such
amounts to bypass long waiting
lists at public schools.
A number of these private
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better through the arts.
Three years ago, the National Arts Council started a pilot
programme to develop art classes in special education schools.
The initiative has since been
taken up by nine schools.
MSIS hopes to take in 100
students by the end of the year.
Mrs Jennifer Hanawalt and
her husband have already enrolled their 10-year-old son,
Oliver, after moving here last
month from the United States.
The boy has moderate autism
and global apraxia, a condition
where the muscles of the body
cannot move or react properly.
The couple had looked at
other schools but “they did not
have enough staff and resources to support him”, said the
38-year-old, who worked as a
clinical psychologist in the US.
“Oliver also loves music.
Using the arts helps children
who don’t communicate in the
typical way to express themselves.”
ateng@sph.com.sg
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School takes in special-needs
children aged three to 18

schools have opened in recent
years. There are now at least
nine registered with the Council for Private Education, alongside the 20 public ones run by
the Ministry of Education and
voluntary welfare organisations.
While there are no figures
on exactly how many specialneeds children there are here,
about 10,000 are known to
attend mainstream schools,
with half that number at public
special education schools.
MSIS founder Jayne Nadarajoo noted that demand at
private schools has increased,
probably because children are
getting diagnosed earlier, and
due to increasing awareness
among parents.
“We hope to give them reallife skills, help them be independent and find further training or jobs by the time they
leave us,” she said.
Like MSIS, more teachers
and organisations are recognising that some students learn
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